
Installation guide

Swivel seat bracket
(co-driver)

-
VW 

T5 / T6 / T6.1

*Attention:
The swivel seat bracket can only be used at the co-driver‘s 
seat without significant change within crucial parts of the 
van. 
For a swivelling driver‘s seat, please consult your car dealer.
The passenger seat should not be electrically adjustable.



Pull the key in order to avoid trouble codes after 
un- and re-plugging the seat electrics.

1.

2.

Take down the cap on the passenger seat at the 
back.

Note:
On the T6.1, the interior lighting must be unplugged at the 
cap (pic. 1 + 2).



Move the co-driver‘s seat completely to the 
back and unscrew the front screws (pic. 3).

3.

Move the co-driver‘s seat completely to the 
front and unscrew the aft screws (pic. 4 + 5).

4.

5.



Carefully tilt the seat over to the back while 
watching out for the seat‘s electric cables.
Do not remove the seat completely (pic. 6).
Tip:
It is best to have a second person hold the seat while tilting 
it back.

6.



7.

Unplug all cables and memorise where they 
were plugged in (pic. 7). 

Tip:
You can take a picture of the cables.



Then carefully lift the seat down (pic. 8).
Note:
The original seat screws are no longer needed.

8.



Place the swivel bracket on the seat mount and 
thread the cables through the hole in the center 
of the swivel bracket (pic. 9).
Then rotate the top plate a little bit to get 
better access to the screws.

9.

Note:
To rotate the upper plate, pull the white lever upwards 
(pic. 10).

10.



Fasten the swivel bracket on the seat bracket 
with the screws sent along and twist the upper 
plate back (pic. 11 + 12).
Tip:
Tighten the screws only slightly at first until all four have 
bitten.

11. 12.

13.



14.

Place the seat on the swivel seat bracket.
Do not place it completely on the seat bracket 
yet, but first plug the cables back in at the right 
place (pic. 13 + 14).

15.



16.

Mount the seat with the enclosed screws and 
one lining disk each (pic. 15 + 16).

Tip:
If you turn the swivel bracket and seat a little, it will be 
easier to install the screws.

17.

If you still want to use the original back cover 
of the seat pan, cut off the part right of the red 
line (pic. 17).



18.  

Move the seat completely to the rear and pump 
it a little up to avoid harm to the seat‘s plastic 
linings (pic. 18).

Note:
When turning the seat, make sure that you always turn it 
back in the opposite direction to the direction in which you 
turned the seat (do not turn it in a circle).
Otherwise, the cables may pull off at the bottom.
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19.  

Pull the iron lever up and turn the seat 
counterclockwise. 
Watch out for the sun visor or an extended cup 
holder not to be in the way of the seat (pic. 19). 

Note:
Due to security reasons the swivel seat bracket does not 
engage in turned position. 
Twist it back until catching every time before driving.


